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Is it possible to love two people at once ? The question is so simple and yet the answer inevitably so complicated. Especially when the person who formulates it isn’t the one loving twice, but one of those who has to make do with a half-portion of love… The several days of this voyage in Italy tell the tale of a recently half-loved man. He writes them, contrast and correspondence, as an echo to Guillaume Apollinaire’s Letters to Lou.
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New Des jours que je n’ai pas oubliés Novel January 2014, 256 p.



Santiago H. Amigorena Days I haven’t forgotten 3
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Selected for The Grand Prix des lecteurs de L’Express 2014



Rights sold to : Turkey (Sel Yayincilik)
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New Le Livre Novel. March 2014, 224 p.



René Belletto The Book Michel Aventin is a scriptwriter who stopped working completely after the death of his sister. Ever since, his life has been solitary and sorrowful. He eventually meets two people : Cyril Mallier, a mentally unstable man who



predicts the date of Michel’s death, and a young woman, Evelyne, to whom Cyril Mallier has written a love letter. Evelyne saves Michel’s life when Michel tries to commit suicide (on the day predicted by Mallier…). She stays



the night to keep him company. But in the morning, she is nowhere to be seen. Michel suspects Mallier of kidnapping her during the night, out of jealousy. The following day, he starts to investigate and finds out that Mallier has written a novel, now out of print. A strange bookseller tells him that the novel was about the selfdestruction of humanity. Fiction becomes reality, when continuing his research, Michel witnesses universal suicide. wwwWherever he goes, people commit suicide before his eyes. He manages to save Evelyne and takes her home that evening. They sleep in the same bed. In the morning, he realizes, looking at the date, that the story of the disappearance and universal suicide must have been a dream… But he can’t quite believe it, because there are still several elements that remain unsolved. And so he goes back to his investigation, to make sure it had all been a dream, but will he ever really know ?



Elsa Boyer Mister Champions, champions, champions. That word alone should resound in Mister’s skull. Exasperated by the staff, depressed by the players and caught in a stranglehold by money, Mister is losing his grip. Mister has won everything and he’s sunk to the bottom. Mister will win again and maybe he’ll be dead in the meantime. Lost in the midst of the stadiums, Mister has become a totem, he wants to trace unnamed tracks across the green fields, sing his last song. Italians call foreign trainers in Italy “Mister”. This book is about football, but it’s also a critique of the sport as a possible emblem of ultra-liberalism, capitalism and individualism. Rather than a sport novel, it attempts as a phantasmagorical account to reconstruct something about football, the



matches and their physical moments. The central figure of the story is a trainer. Money is also important, everpresent throughout the book, taking on the form of an uncanny character. This novel relates the crisis of a man who possesses the mastery of a milieu he is about to brutally break away from. He decides to transform his job in the most impossible, crazy manner : by becoming a shaman or a healer. He no longer craves for highperforming, tactical bodies, but he strives to bring about animal spirits, masks, chants and trails, like those of the American Indians. Related to both song and study, this novel is the portrait of a crazed guru / mercenary / madman, who, with hallucinating energy, elevates and sacrifices himself for the victory of those he car-
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ries along with him. A myth of today’s world : lyrical and precise, radiant and tense, finely woven around physical sensation.



New Mister Novel. May 2014, 144 p.
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Christophe Carpentier Chaosmos
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Chaosmos is composed of three parts linked together by two “interludes of passing time” that function as time corridors, softly dropping the reader into a change of era. Because Chaosmos is a vast epic novel extending over thirty years. Because it takes place in the future, and because it strives to propose a solution to individual and collective tensions that eat away at our postmodern societies, this novel may be considered as a novel of social anticipation like Orwell’s 1984, as well as being a tribute to Homer’s Odyssey and the Ancient Greek heroes, especially in the second part entitled “Ode” that founds a new mythology, with the Chaos Makers. Finally, a third



level of reading reflects upon the future of literature in times of crisis, namely the possibility of the gradual extinction of imagination and the genre of the novel to the benefit of literature essentially based on biography and autobiography, two genres that give humanity a feeling of unity and coherence.



New Chaosmos Novel. Januuary 2014, 416 p.



Prix littéraire Le Monde 2014 Emmanuel Carrère was awarded the Renaudot Prize for Limonov in 2011



The Kingdom tells the story of the beginnings of Christianity, at the end of the first century after Jesus Christ. It tells how two men, essentially, Paul and Luke, transformed a small Jewish sect closely centred around its preacher, who was crucified during the reign of Tiberius and whom they believed to be the messiah, into a religion that in three centuries drained the Roman Empire and then conquered the world and that two thousand years later still concerns one quarter of humanity. This story, related by Emmanuel Carrère, is a sweeping historical epic recreating the Mediterranean world at that time, a world agitated by intense political and religious movements taking hold beneath the deceptive pax romana. It is a tumultuous evocation, full of sudden developments, episodes and dramatic characters. But The Kingdom is also, skilfully woven into the historic framework, a meditation on what Christianity is, how it questions and involves us in today’s world,



Emmanuel Carrère The Kingdom as believers and as non-believers, and how the implausible inversion of values it proposes (the first will be the last, etc.) has had such success and posterity. It is important to know here that this meditation is carried out with respect and a certain form of friendship for the actors of this astonishing story, the actors of the past as well as the actors of the present, which gives the book a profoundly human dimension. The respect and friendship that Emmanuel Carrère says he feels for the person he himself used to be, some time ago. Because, in all his books since The Adversary, his commitment is total. For three years, twenty-five years ago, Emmanuel Carrère was a fervent Christian and a practising Catholic, one could almost say an excessive believer. He also tells his own story behind the History, the torments he went through and how religion was once his haven of peace



and his escape. And although he is no longer a believer, the desire he feels to question his belief is still intact. He sets out to investigate the person he once was, unrelentingly, with his famous brutal frankness and total absence of self-censorship. The Kingdom is an ample, complete, droll, serious book, both turbulent and interiorized, scholarly and trivial. Emmanuel Carrère’s masterpiece to date.



Rights sold to : Germany (Matthes & Seitz), Italy (Adelphi), Spain (Anagrama), Holland (De Bezige Bij), Greece (Ekdoseis Tou Eikostou Protou), Brazil (Objetiva), USA (FSG). Offer from : UK
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New Le Royaume September 2014 640 p.
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Julie Douard Communal Usage of the Feminine Body
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New Usage communal du corps féminin Novel. January 2014, 240 p.



Marie Marron has always been rather clumsy. Always, meaning not since she was born, but since her first steps at the age of twenty months, because this young lady, in addition to being clumsy, is also extremely slow. And when Marie is quiet, she seems just about dead. Gustave Machin is an aggressive little man right out of an evil forest. But he has a few qualities that are very useful : he is as quick as a rabbit and he knows how to talk to tall, rather clumsy girls. The commune is inhabited by characters, both regional and foreign, who,



like everybody else, don’t give a second thought about using each other. However, the way they do so doesn’t always bring them to where they wanted. Women are above all a means, a step for ambitious gentlemen (which explains the book’s title), although this type of pedestal is often precarious and refractory to masculine designs. The little, hoped for glories give way to unexpected situations that force each character to refine her/himself. Communal Usage of the Feminine Body is Julie Douard’s second novel, following After Childhood in 2010.



Selected for the Prix Étonnants Voyageurs 2014



Aiat Fayez Someone else He dyed his hair, put on blue-tinted contact lenses, changed his surname and first name, and created a new origin for himself. He had become someone else at last : not just because it was possible, more out of self-disgust. It just so happened that this period of his life coincided with the moment he met a young woman, a promising Russian tennis player. Unexpectedly, she was taken in by his physical metamorphosis and falsified story. And so he found himself in the middle of a love story in which he was made to assume what he had become, and forget who he really was. The girl gave him the



freedom to be someone else, but that also made him dependent upon her : he needed her love to be that someone else, to make his new identity real. On the razor’s edge ; he was constantly reminded of his former self by reoccurring nervous tics, images and words. And he was obliged to be constantly on the alert to save what had become, in spite of himself, his life. In Aïat Fayez’s third book, the themes of racism and self-hatred remain central. The meticulous way in which he writes about everyday life provokes a truly salutary uneasiness. Even more so when you realize that such cruel



meticulousness tells the story of a love driving right down the lane of an ineluctable catastrophe. New Un autre Novel. February 2014, 176 p.
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Selected for the Wepler Prize 2014



Élisabeth Filhol Bois II
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New Bois II Novel. September 2014, 272 p.



Bossnapping, a term derived from kidnapping, is used by English-speaking journalists to qualify cases of bosses sequestrated in France. Since the authors of these acts are barely punished or not punished at all, resorting to bossnapping as a mode of managing conflicts has become common-



place. At least this is the point of view of foreign observers who see in this practice, and in the relative support it receives from public opinion, a French exception, the survival of the anti-establishment/anti-authoritarian spirit inherited from 1789. What do the events that are shaking the factory called Bois II on this fine July day signify ? Are they the symptom of a punctual crisis, circumscribed within the walls of the Stecma, or of a pre-insurrectional state that could spread out to other territories in the country ? French media are less severe than foreign journalists when they cover cases of sequestration in France, and yet their means of investigation and analysis are limited. Once on the spot, they



are parked outside the site, they play the same images continuously, they can only capture a few declarations and bribes of observations by witnesses, but no one really knows what is actually happening behind the walls. To acquire that knowledge, one would have to go beyond the barricaded fences, mingle with the employees and enter the “huis clos” of the sequestration. Literature, with its specific tools, including subjectivity, has the means to widen our field of observation, descending to the roots of the conflict and climbing back up in detail to explore this tightly strung zone, during the twenty-four or thirty-six hours of conflict between one man and a group of men, when anything could happen.



© H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Alain Guiraudie Night Begins Here Gilles has a strange desire for Maurice, an old man of 98. He doesn’t know what type of desire it is. Maybe love, after all. But Mariette, Maurice’s daughter, is not well disposed towards the affair. And neither is the neighbourhood’s Chief of Brigade. Gilles is just having a bit of lighthearted, fetishist fun, but others are out there to make him pay for it, and it’s impossible for him to find a way out of this story.



New Night Begins Here Novel. October 2013, 288 p. 11



Kiko Herrero ¡Madrid, Run For Your Life !



©Valérie Mréjen



New ¡Sauve qui peut Madrid ! Short stories. October 2014, 288 p. 12



A dead whale, the Madrid Sierra, a vague wasteland, dry vermouth, 40 °C, fairground people, death, the Cruz de los Caidos, rats and more rats, a gorilla, a high-jacked plane, a virgin, an alcoholic, guts, Juana the Mad, an old woman voyeur, an exhibitionist, a miraculous source, five children, a syringe, a pair of underpants, De Gaulle, collaborators, the Caudillo, high school, an arch of Triumph, a



donkey, a litre of wine, fear, the West Park, a ranger, a banana, two little girls, a mother, a retired magistrate, a boy, a priest, slobber, an internal current, dressing gowns and more dressing gowns, Catalan champagne, Spanish cognac, love poems, an anaconda, a penholder, granite, a crow, blood, bitterness, a bastard, Puer to Real, olive oil, red wine, a Guardia civilian, Utrillo, a pro-Franco judge, an Italian actress, Antonio Machado, a Republican blacksmith, more dry vermouth, another priest, a madman, skeletons, a ray of light, ten Spanish brooms, a Bultaco, Juana the Mad again, an abbot, dust, formaldehyde, the Virgin whore, evangelists, a chorizo salesman, the Club Athlético de Madrid, a kidney, a mor tadella sandwich, a widowed Phalangist, black body hair,



blind men, a wardrobe, Visigoth Kings, Lilliputians, Angela Molina, Marlon Brando, the Trocadero, amphetamines, a general, more bastards, a schizophrenic, the Gran Via, Puccini’s Boheme, desire, Ceuta, a pro-Franco hero, Torremolinos, drug-addicted marchionesses, Antonin Artaud, stray dogs, the King of Tyres, paracetamol, a phallic sect, another blind man, another priest, genital organs, charity, an abortion, Brezhnev, Caracas, Australia, and finally Paris. Too much ! It all comes pouring back into his mind : his games as a child, Franco’s downfall, the Movida… Get away from Madrid or end up in the gutter. But the past has not past ; time is not dead. Twenty-five years later, he has to go back. Everything is in ruins. Madrid, run for your life !



Mathieu Lindon was awarded the Medicis Prize for Ce qu’aimer veut dire in 2011



Mathieu Lindon The Men Tremble A homeless man has moved into the entrance of a block of flats and disturbs the lives of those who live there. What’s even more troublesome is that he trembles… He never stops trembling. How can the inhabitants of such a peaceful place, in principle, react to this unpleasant intrusion : with denegation, disgust, fear, commiseration and solidarity ? Maybe, but they’d react as fast as possible, so they wouldn’t have to deal with the noise, smell, misery and all those annoying trembling movements… While he leaves ample room for emotion, Mathieu Lindon renews the sarcastic, caustic tone we know well from his chronicles in Saturday’s issue of Libération, in which he makes fun



of hypocrisy, fake attitudes and lies – apparently to a stronger degree than in his last books that had a more autobiographical flavour. Personal experience can not be completely brushed aside in this type of a situation, meaning the experience of living together in a block of flats, creating a portrait gallery with its typology of familiar behaviour. Good feelings put to test, meanness, spitefulness, cowardice and selfishness on every storey  : the cup is full. But there is also a form of grating cheerfulness in these pages, reminding us of Feydeau, for example, with his thrilling rhythm, biting irony and sense of human comedy.



New Les hommes tremblent Novel. October 2014, 176 p.
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Jean-Paul Manganaro Cul In Air
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New Cul in air Novel. March 2014, 256 p.



According to Madame du Barry, alias Jeanne Bécu ; the best piece is always “The parson’s nose, yes, the parson’s nose, always sticking straight up in the air, with the rear feathers spread out like a fan, horizontally !” If one faithfully follows these instructions– that could have been a proverb–, “Cul in air”, as its name indicates, is a light art of dosage, texture, colour, flavour and various crossroads that are not always graspable if one has not been



formed with the greatest tact, delicateness and spirit. This book strives to incarnate these values : Jean-Paul Manganaro does not go on tell us the consequences of Madame du Barry’s words, but we do learn how to revive what has softened, why the virgin Mary sometimes looks up to the sky and why the Lady of Camellias wore wide dresses. And we will learn how to truss and stuff a chicken, to overturn a rabbit, a dancer or a cream sauce… We will also learn how Nicodemus and his female cousin sat down at a table, how to have lunch in the clouds, and many other things. A glance at the index will make us savour and cry– with pleasure, of course. Far from the “scientific”, “starchy” character of today’s recipes, these



ones are as tasty as they are literary, collected by the author over the years. The book itself is sweetly naughty, and one can detect echoes of Rabelais, Boccaccio, Gadda and La Fontaine– echoes, and not imitations. Furthermore, because Jean-Paul Manganaro loves to include formal variations, we come across a pretty combination of prose and forms of poetic structure while he adds a few “proverbs” especially created for this particular body of culinary literature. Cul in air is not only a cookbook. It is also a novel that traverses the particular regions where the recipes have been invented and tested. Yes, a novel of all things Cul in air, a droll novel in which invention is minutely Peripatetic.



© H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Brice Matthieussent Good Vibrations



The song Good Vibrations goes back to 1966. In this book, a disco funk group from the Comoros in 2010 have chosen the same name as a tribute to the Beach Boys. These “good vibrations” are also those of a contemporary, snowed in, art school. A few passionate students, united in their new drive towards art, are like alevins in the limpid water of an invisible bowl. A disappearance and a cataclysm will soon set the clocks back to “bad vibrations” and blow up the bowl. But when chaos and hallucination take over - how can those alevins – and larger ones, too – keep on swimming ? Good Vibrations is a “chronicle for four characters” : three students in art school and the school’s director, during the winter days of 2011, marked by an unusual snowstorm. Daria, Nico and Andreas



share the same enthusiasm for their artistic activities. They are friends, sometimes lovers. Nico is gay on even days, hetero on uneven days, and he suffers from hallucinations ; Andreas, a young painter from Germany, is entirely absorbed in the birth of his work ; Daria is a photographer inspired by empathy, dreams and the fundamental strangeness of matter. Gerard Mancini, the director of “the City” Art School, is overworked and eccentric, passionate about art and his pedagogical mission, an occasional singer, and probably bisexual. When Khaled, the school’s surface technician, one of the Comorian musicians in the Good Vibrations band, disappears, the students go on strike. And when the Bad Vibrations provoked by an earthquake shake up the school and



create a panic-struck ambiance, chaos definitively replaces the earlier good vibrations. Brice Matthieussent readily admits that he sought to understand his own passion for the Marseille art school he teaches in by writing Good Vibrations. The unity of place – the school – and time – four days – provide a precise framework for the events and their impact on the characters. Several intrigues come together : Khaled’s disappearance, the students’ strike, the love affairs between Nico, Darian ad Andreas, the bad tricks of the administration, the director’s attack of madness and, as a backdrop to this snowy Winter Voyage ; the artistic and political milieu of the “City” the author chose not to name in order to widen the horizon of his story. Chaos, hallucination and this ques-



tion – How can we continue  ? – were already present in The Translator’s Revenge, his precedent book published by P.O.L. With both good and bad vibrations… Brice Matthieussent also wanted to describe the fragility of the art school as an intuition, by celebrating this unique space of unlimited freedom and creativity, threatened by the many “bad vibrations” of the metaphorical events in this book. New Good Vibrations Novel. January 2014, 544 p.
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Selected for the Goncourt Prize 2014 Selected for the Goncourt des Lycéens 2014 Selected for the Wepler Prize 2014



Mathias Menegoz Karpathia
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Offers from : The Netherlands



New Karpathia Novel. September 2014, 704 p.



In 1833, after fighting a duel, the Hungarian captain, Alexander Korvanyi, precipitously fled from the Imperial Army to marry a young Austrian, Cara von Amprecht. They left Vienna together to go back to the land of his anceswtors, at the furthermost bounds of the Empire. Far from Gothic folklore, Transylvania in 1833 was a complex mosaic inhabited by Magyars, Saxons and Vlachs. From one village to the next, Hungar-



ian, German and Romanian were spoken, different religions were practised and different jurisdictions applied. At a time when each separate community invented its own national identity, the feudal regime was still in vigour and new virtues were attributed to ancient crimes. The region was explosive with injustice, long-standing hatred, illicit traffic, malleable legends and new dreams. Upon their arrival, Alexander and Cara were immediately confronted with a series of crises reaching far beyond the management of a vast estate that had long been abandoned to its intendants. With their ambitions and their strong characters, they ended up venturing much further than they had expected into the heart of the Empire. While discovering the beauties and the dangers of the Transylvanian forests, they also discovered each other and,



together, they attained the uncertain frontiers of power and crime. Mathias Menegoz paints a Transylvania without vampires : much more complex and beautiful than the image imposed on us by trivial folklore, and quite as strange and violent. He is interested in the way myths are crystalized, and in the substratum they prosper on. Because his character Alexander Korvanyi does not feel condemned by History when he reclaims his rights as a feudal lord in 1833, this allows Mathias Menegoz to explore the anguish we feel in the face of loss and destruction as time goes by. The author questions the idea of the noble spirit, a nobility of action and interiorized values, that is indeed different to legal nobility conserved as a mundane residue. Seen from today’s world, this noble spirit seems as exotic as an Amazonian tribe’s way of life.



Selected for the Medicis Prize 2014



Christine Montalbetti Nothing but waves and wind After Western and the road-story Journée américaine (and after a detour via Japan), Christine Montalbetti revisits the American landscape, this time on the West Coast, in the small, deserted city of Cannon Beach, during the winter months. A French guy ends up in the Waves Motel, with all there is to see from there, waves, framed by the window of his room. The spectacle of the ocean’s immemorial anger seems to have contaminated Colter, Shannon and Harry Dean, three men he hangs out with every evening at the bar run by Moses. Colter and Shannon both carry stories of fugues and abandon. A father who tells you he’s not your father and who kicks you out of home, a runaway son, a wife who left you and another woman you’ve left. Stories marked by economic crisis, unpaid bills, a brother who decides to join the army. And Moses has his own story to tell, the



story of an uncle and a volcano. On the farm where Harry Dean lives, a tenant, Perry, turns up, who’s been criss-crossing the region with two volumes on the Lewis and Clark expedition, a scientific mission whose goal was to explore the territory in the early nineteenth century, and the novel is haunted by the ghosts of these men who are waiting in the rain to reach the ocean at last. You think you’d be able to fit in somewhere at Cannon beach, and after hearing everyone’s story, you do indeed feel a bond with them. But a terrible menace continues to hover over the place that materializes upon McCain’s arrival. McCain is the local lord feared by all and who isn’t so keen on having a Frenchie hanging around. This novel speaks of fugues and exile, of forests and wind, and of the unremitting ocean beneath the wide



American skies ; it speaks of how each person tries to recompose his life, every evening, at Moses’ bar, Back Home Ulysses. But will that ever-present threat materialize ? For the first time, Christine Montalbetti tries her hand at suspense. And we discover her melodious sentences, slow rhythm, and detailed evocations that fit together in a strange chain of anguish.



© H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Rights sold to : USA (Dalkey Archive Press)



New Plus rien que les vagues et le vent Novel. September 2014, 288 p.



Pierre Patrolin A man descends from his car



©Frédéric Leclair/P.O.L.
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New L’homme descend de la voiture Novel. September 2014, 320 p.



A man has just bought a car. He is thrilled with it, and starts to neglect his work and home for the simple pleasure of driving around to observe the reactions of his new toy. He does so in such an increasingly obsessive manner that the reader starts to worry about his mental health. This man lives with a woman who appears to us as a loving, loveable person. However, he discovers a rifle in their home. Curious associations are made between the car and the rifle and a certain sense of terror seizes the reader. This new novel by Pierre Patrolin contains sustained, tightly strung suspense that grows with the contrast established between scenes of domestic



peace and conjugal love, nourished by descriptions that delicately mobilise all the senses, and what one gradually perceives as an imminent dramatic outcome. The obsessive characters of Pierre Patrolin’s narrators are well-known now, as well as the extraordinary wealth of his vocabulary and the great talent he displays in distributing it harmoniously – or violently – from a viewpoint that is both sharp and panoramic, with a devastating and yet underlying sense of humour that all come together to compose the works of one of the most original authors of contemporary literature.



Pierre Patrolin Swimming Across France Pierre Patrolin has said that when he imagined writing Swimming Across France he immediately realized that he was about to undertake both an unpredictable, real-life travel story and an authentic adventure story, from which the hero would not come out unscathed. He swam over dams, unintentionally hurtled down the rapids and floated beneath cow hooves. He left the beaten tracks : the very nature of water is to obstinately flow to the lowest point. He sunk into the ground to be part of the landscape. As deeply as possible into the landscape. This natural inclination thereby brought the character to bow to it, and carried him haphazardly through plains and mountains. And cities, too. They all obliged him to have a singular point of view.



This position defines the hero, a both obstinate and undecided swimmer swept by the waves towards unheard-of dangers, encounters and the discovery of ignored shores, in Paris as well as in the Auvergne, and it also determines a form of honesty in his writing and a precision of vision, to the rhythm of his breaststroke and the repetition of horizons. The desire to be submerged in the world’s reality in order to describe it, like the outdoor painters. Finally, Pierre Patrolin has written a book in which all the landscapes, constructions, animals and especially characters encountered along the river beds are, or were, real. All except himself, he would say. And his bundle…



La Traversée de la France à la nage Novel. January 2012, 720 p. 19



Alice Roland The Naked Eye



© H. Bamberger/P.O.L
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New À l’Œil Nu October 2014, 368 p.



“Our arses were on display. We discovered that it was an excellent trade, better than any other they had recommended. We saw bodies galore, those of men and our own, face to face in the felted atmosphere of a sex-show. It was very



instructive, and not only from an anatomical point of view : it brought up moral, sentimental, political and even metaphysical questions. Serious questions – more serious than us. Who were we ? A few strip-teasers working together, bearing witness to the good or mediocre days in a factory of fake heterosexuality, a sexual fairground open from noon till midnight jam-packed with bodies and thoughts to decorticate.” This text takes root in the author’s experience. Many people have their own opinion about the trades of sex without ever having practised any themselves : Alice Roland wanted to oppose her point of view to these prejudices. She also thought it was more fair to write about something she knew, based on the sensations and thoughts she had actually experienced in situ.



Alice Roland has made fiction from autobiographical material, from thoughts rather than events. She has managed to do this with a succession of disparate accounts that reconstitute the small, closed-in world of a sex-show such as The Naked Eye (the name of the establishment). Several female narrators evoke the multiple aspects of their trade in the first person, without constructing an actual story with a beginning, middle and end - that would have seemed as artificial as if they were written in the third person. Each character (or each voice) is above all an angle of thinking, a defined perimeter in the midst of a profusion of impressions and discoveries. There is a strong feeling of community among the characters. Place (the sex show) and community (the strip teasers) are the heroes of The Naked Eye.



Bertrand Schefer The Photo Hung Above the Bed
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What did he see in that photo hung above the bed ? And why was he taken, at eight years old, into an unfamiliar bedroom, to be confronted with this staggering image ? He revisits the scene that has been repressed for so long, replaying it in his mind, step by step, word by word, and image by image. Only then will he



be able to understand the meaning and measure of its importance. He’ll have to be peremptory, even brutal. He’d say that rather than being “written”, something here has to be “photographed”. He advances by blocks in the obscurity of his past : an image, blackness, an image, the blinking of an eye  : fixing the steps of this one-way trip back to his childhood before it retreats into oblivion. He moves in a straight line, progressing from the corridor that leads to the bedroom with the photo with the smooth motion of a Hitchcockian tracking shot, along with its vertigo and accelerations, in order to be fully prepared for the violence of the image once it reappears. He pictures the setting and the char-



acters in this apparition : his own bedroom his mother drags him away from to go across Paris by bus to have lunch at her lover’s place, and the electric triangle of their interaction, standing in front of the photograph hung over the bed. His childhood comes suddenly forward in the flash of this single episode. Not only his childhood, his entire life that has always seemed ever since to fit into the hollow core of this primitive scene. That day will leave him with the impression that pleasure will be forever bonded with fear, along with its train of questions about madness and death. The reason for his coming back to this image today is because he is now able to see what irrigated his gestures in a different light. And if he could name that, he’d say : a love story that never stops beginning.



New La Photo au-dessus du lit October 2014, 64 p.



Marguerite Duras 100 years
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